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Background 

The Global Leprosy Programme (GLP) has set up since 2008 a surveillance network to ensure information 

related to resistance to antimicrobials used for the treatment of leprosy is collected at the global level. 

Representatives of the network, composed of reference and national laboratories, meet bi-annually to 

review results and plan the work ahead. The meetings were funded since 2011 by the American leprosy 

Missions (ALM) and the Fondation Raoul Follereau (FRF), both members of the International Federation of 

Anti-Leprosy Associations (ILEP), while GLP was in charge of the workshop, technical agenda and its logistics 

related to the invitations of government representatives.  

 

Opening session  

The consultation of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) surveillance in leprosy was inaugurated by Mr Gagan 

Kumar Thapa, Minister for Health, Government of Nepal, as Chief Guest. Welcome remarks were provided 

by Dr Jos Vandelaer, WHO Representative to Nepal. The meeting objectives were presented by Dr Laura 

Gillini, Medical Officer GLP. On behalf of the co-sponsors, Dr Paul Saunderson from ALM and Dr Bertrand 

Cauchoix from FRF addressed the meeting. 

In his welcome remarks Dr Jos Vandelaer recalled the effectiveness of multidrug therapy (MDT), which has 

led to a significant reduction of the leprosy prevalence, leading to “elimination of leprosy as a public health 

problem” (prevalence <1/10 000 population) globally and from most countries. WHO data indicate, 

however, suboptimal cure rates in more than 50 countries. Relapses were reported from 48 countries with 

the data showing a gradually increasing trend over the past five years.  

Improving surveillance for leprosy is an important step. Introduction of single dose rifampicin in prophylaxis 

protocols heightens the need for AMR surveillance. WHO is leading the AMR initiative for leprosy with 

support from partners. The experience in AMR surveillance through sentinel centres will help improve 

future plans. Introduction of AMR surveillance in leprosy is an important milestone of the Global Leprosy 

Strategy 2016‒2020.   

The National Leprosy Programme (NLP) of Nepal has many achievements to its credit, supported by a 

number of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) including some members of ILEP.  

Dr Laura Gillini presented the objectives of the meeting. MDT remains the cornerstone for leprosy control, 

and resistance to one or more drugs constituting MDT, especially with an increasing trend, is a concern as it 

forms the secondary prevention strategy. WHO initiated AMR surveillance using sentinel sites. Data from 

these sites is reviewed biannually since 2008. An increasing number of countries are showing interest in 

testing for drug resistance and more laboratories are joining the sentinel network. 
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The Consultation on AMR Surveillance in Leprosy was planned with the following objectives: 

 To discuss AMR surveillance data (2010-2015);  

 To hold technical discussions to allow finalization of updated surveillance guidelines; 

 To prepare a plan of action for future activities on AMR surveillance in leprosy at country, regional 

and global level. 

Participants in the Consultation included representatives from all WHO regions (except the European 

Region); coordinators of NLPs, staff from leprosy, tuberculosis (TB) or mycobacteria or AMR laboratories; 

experts and scientists, WHO staff, staff from the Nepal NLP and its partners. The list of participants is 

provided in Annex 2.  

Dr Paul Saunderson stated that WHO has taken an active role in implementing AMR surveillance 

programmes in many countries involving laboratories managed by NGOs as sentinel sites. ALM supports the 

biannual meeting, as it is vital for the future of leprosy control.   

Dr Bertrand Cauchoix mentioned that the fight against leprosy is successful due to MDT. Though the 

prevalence has dramatically decreased, the trend of new cases detected shows only a slow decline over the 

past ten years. Rifampicin is the major antibiotic in leprosy treatment and, hence, it is important to expand 

AMR surveillance for rifampicin along with dapsone, especially since MDT is also the tool for secondary 

prevention. 

H.E. Mr Gagan Kumar Thapa welcomed all participants. Leprosy remains an important communicable 

disease and is also the cause of preventable disability. While Nepal reached elimination of leprosy as a 

public health problem at national level in 2010, elimination at subnational level remains a priority. The 

Nepal NLP continues to report nearly 3000 new cases annually; one third of them are women, one tenth of 

them children and five percent had grade-2 disabilities (G2D) at the time of diagnosis. Nepal formulated a 

national strategic plan in line with the Global Leprosy Strategy 2016‒2020. Mr Thapa further noted the 

timely organization of this global Consultation on AMR in leprosy. 

 

Technical Session I: Global scenario   

Operational Manual for the implementation of the Global Leprosy Strategy 

and its focus on surveillance of drug resistance (Dr Laura Gillini, GLP) 

The Global Leprosy Strategy 2016‒2020 “Accelerating towards a leprosy-free world”, developed through a 

consultative process with all stakeholders, has a vision of a world free of leprosy, where disease, 

transmission of infection, disabilities due to leprosy and stigma and discrimination would be absent. The 

strategy envisages reducing the disease burden due to leprosy by 2020, measured by the following targets: 

(i) zero disabilities among new child cases; (ii) reduction of G2D among new cases to less than one case per 

million population; and (iii) no countries with legislation allowing discrimination on the basis of leprosy. 

The strategy is structured around three pillars: strengthen Government ownership, coordination and 

partnerships; stop leprosy and its complications; and stop discrimination and promote inclusion.  
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An Operational Manual was prepared to facilitate the smooth implementation of the Global Leprosy 

Strategy. The manual caters for the needs of programme managers at national and subnational level, 

partner organizations and programme monitors.  The scope of the operational manual is to: 

 define targets, terms, concepts and activities of the Global Leprosy Strategy; 

 provide guidance on how the Global Leprosy Strategy can be implemented in the context of a 

national programme; 

 provide country examples/good practices to further clarify the scope of possible activities under each 

area of intervention. 

Although AMR in leprosy does not seem to be significant at this point in time, it is worthwhile establishing 

an effective surveillance system to monitor the trends regularly. This calls for enhanced coverage of 

screening relapses and new cases for both secondary and primary resistance. The surveillance also includes 

diligent reporting of tested and resistant cases. 

The NLPs are advised to improve the capacity to perform skin smears and/or biopsies. In high burden 

settings it is recommended to have at least one centre with capacities to screen for drug resistance. In low 

burden settings a regional center, which can act as hub for a group of countries can be developed for 

sustaining drug resistance surveillance.   

 

Global Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance System (GLASS) Global and 

national surveillance of antimicrobial resistance: a WHO perspective 
(Mr Sergey Eremin, AMR Secretariat, WHO-HQ) 

In response to a request from Member States to WHO to “develop and implement an integrated global 

programme for surveillance of antimicrobial resistance across all sectors in line with the global action plan" 

(WHA Resolution A68.7), an AMR Global Action Plan was developed with the following five strategic 

objectives: 

1. Improve awareness and understanding of AMR through effective communication, education and 

training; 

2. Strengthen the knowledge and evidence base through surveillance and research; 

3. Reduce the incidence of infection through effective sanitation, hygiene and infection prevention 

measures; 

4. Optimize the use of antimicrobial medicines in human and animal health; 

5. Develop the economic case for sustainable investment that takes account of the needs of all 

countries, and increase investment in new medicines, diagnostic tools, vaccines and other 

interventions.  

The Global Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance System (GLASS) operates with the following guiding 

principles: 

 Foster national AMR surveillance systems: 

o Coordinated within the national action plan/strategy for AMR; 

o Built upon existing surveillance structures and networks; 
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 Collect epidemiological, clinical and microbiological data; 

 Stepwise approach to meet local and global priorities;  

 GLASS early implementation focuses on bacterial pathogens: 

o Priority specimens and pathogens from routine samples in humans; 

o Priority pathogen-antibacterial combinations; 

o Links to other types of AMR-related surveillance (e.g. food chain, veterinary, antimicrobial use, 

environment. 

WHO data collected from 2013-2014 show that only a few countries have a comprehensive national AMR 

plan. In many countries, poor laboratory capacity, infrastructure and data management are preventing 

effective surveillance. Eight pathogens have been identified as priority pathogens for surveillance: 

Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Salmonella 

spp., Shigella spp., Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Acinetobacter baumannii.  

GLASS suggested the following core components for establishing national surveillance systems:  

 Surveillance site (usually a hospital, clinic or out-patient community health facility) collects basic 

demographic, clinical epidemiological and microbiological information from patients.  

 National reference laboratory (usually at least one national designated laboratory) promotes good 

laboratory practices and supports laboratories in the national surveillance systems 

 National coordinating centre (usually a public health institute) establishes and oversees the national 

surveillance programme, gathers national AMR data and through a national focal point 

communicates with GLASS. By October 2016, 24 countries were fully enrolled out of 37 countries 

that have started the enrolment process.  

Discussions following the presentations were centred on the acceptance and processes for inclusion of 

AMR in leprosy into GLASS initiatives.  GLP will discuss with GLASS on further steps.  

 

Global tuberculosis drug resistance surveillance: an overview (Dr Matteo Zignol, 

Global Tuberculosis Programme, WHO-HQ) 

Dr Matteo Zignol reported on the global surveillance project for TB resistance which started in 1994. Its 

objectives were to estimate the magnitude of drug resistance and to determine its trends. While the 

project was coordinated by WHO, many partners contributed to its implementation. The Global 

Tuberculosis Programme issued a series of reports resulting from this surveillance almost on an annual 

basis. The three principles on which the surveillance project for TB has been based were: (i) the samples 

tested represented the population accurately; (ii) data were reported according to clinical history and 

divided into resistance among new and retreatment cases; and (iii) laboratory results were quality assured 

through a network of supranational reference laboratories spread across the world.  

Surveillance activities allow coverage of 95% of the world population and of the TB burden, thanks to its 

implementation in 155 countries. Data are collected either through routine ongoing surveillance in 85 

countries or through surveys in another 75 countries with an average of 10 surveys being conducted every 

year globally. Countries with routine surveillance test more than 75% of pulmonary cases for at least 

rifampicin resistance. About 100 countries have succeeded having two surveys with data from at least two 
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years while 65 countries have at least three years of data allowing some trend analysis. However, most 

surveys were not powered to detect differences in proportions. While coverage of resistance testing to 

first-line drugs is widespread, coverage of surveillance for resistance to second-line drugs is more limited 

with data from 90 countries and territories. In some countries primary resistance to rifampicin and isoniazid 

(called multidrug resistance or MDR) is above 18% while secondary resistance is above 50% generally in 

former Soviet Union countries; in the South-East Asia Region MDR proportions tend to be below 6%. When 

taking into consideration the magnitude of the population, 130 000 rifampicin resistant TB cases were 

estimated to occur in India while “only” 60 000 were diagnosed in the Russian Federation. Trends in 

countries with at least three data points show a decrease in countries traditionally high in resistance such 

as Kazakhstan and Peru, but there appears to be an increase in Myanmar and Thailand where the MDR 

burden was lower. 

Recent global surveillance data have also been reviewed to assess the risk of resistance among children 

with TB. A study published in 2014 shows a positive association between MDR-TB and HIV status. Therefore 

good surveillance allows analysis of data over time and by sub-group/category of patients (children, HIV 

positive). 

A majority of countries around the world have notified at least one case of extremely drug-resistant TB, 

defined as TB due to a Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain resistant to rifampicin and isoniazid plus 

kanamycin, amikacin or capreomycin and quinolones, the latter being the most important second-line 

drugs for MDR-TB. In this light, WHO has also started to promote testing and surveillance of resistance to 

pyrazinamide since it might become an important drug for patients with strains resistant to multiple anti-

tuberculous agents. Preliminary results have recently been published with data from Azerbaijan, 

Bangladesh, Belarus, Pakistan and South Africa showing that it may still be effective in cases resistant to 

rifampicin. In the same countries, resistance to ofloxacin was unfortunately also seen in a very high 

proportion of those TB cases resistant to rifampicin. 

The introduction of a diagnostic test in the field, known as Xpert MTB/Rif, which detects M. tuberculosis 

DNA and can identify the presence of a rifampicin resistance gene, has the potential to increase the 

availability of data on rifampicin resistance. Though it has the limitation of not being able to detect 

resistance to other antibiotics, rifampicin is the most important first-line medication for TB. Another 

molecular detection method approved by WHO to detect resistance is the line-probe assay (LPA). While 

most surveys have used liquid or solid culture media to detect resistance, more recent surveys conducted 

in 18 countries applied molecular methods, using either Xpert MTB/Rif or LPA. Some countries are now 

doing studies to detect resistance through genome sequencing and traditional methods to compare results 

and costs. At the moment, the sequencing is done on cultured isolates but in future it will likely be done by 

amplifying the DNA directly from the sputum sample. Preliminary results seem to suggest that they are 

equivalent to the phenotypic testing for rifampicin and pyrazinamide resistance, but much cheaper and 

quicker. 

In conclusion, the TB surveillance project is the oldest and largest of all the surveillance projects 

coordinated by WHO and has reached a coverage above 95%. The set-up for a global surveillance system 

requires considerable and sustained funding and investments in a laboratory network. Challenges remain 

particularly with the limited coverage in some areas with a high TB burden. The future of the testing for 

both diagnosis and surveillance purposes points towards an increased use of molecular technologies 

including genome sequencing rather than phenotypical methods.                    
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The discussion following the presentation by Dr Zignol asked about the possibility of using a test similar to 

Xpert MTB/Rif to detect resistance to rifampicin in leprosy. Dr Zignol responded that it might be a 

possibility worth exploring, considering the fact that Xpert MTB/Rif is also capable of testing tissue samples.  

 

Technical session II: Country level antimicrobial resistance 

surveillance implementation  

Countries in the WHO African Region 

Madagascar 

Madagascar started AMR surveillance for leprosy in five sentinel sites in 2013, with the support of FRF. 

Testing for AMR is carried out in the National Reference Centre for Mycobacteria and Resistance to Anti-TB 

Drugs, Paris, France and it also started recently in the Centre d’Infectiologie Charles Mérieux (CICM) in 

Antananarivo, Madagascar for some of the cases. Sampling is done in all new cases and relapses seen in the 

sentinel sites; some of the cases are referred from other health facilities. The outcomes of leprosy AMR 

surveillance in Madagascar is summarised in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Results of AMR in leprosy, Madagascar, 2013-2015 
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Number of patients tested by polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) 

54 6 92 9 50 1 196 16 212 100.0  

Number of patients with results for 
rifampicin resistance test 

42 5 50 2 19 1 111 8 119 56.1 

Number of patients resistant to rifampicin 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.8 

Number of patients with results for dapsone 
resistance test 

42 5 50 2 19 1 111 8 119  56.1 

Number of patients resistant to dapsone 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.8 

Number of patients with  results for 
ofloxacin test 

42 5 50 2 19 1 111 8 119  56.1 

Number of patients with ofloxacin 
resistance 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 

Number of patients with results for two 
drugs tested 

42 5 50 2 19 1 111 8 119  56.1 

Number of patients with resistance to more 
than one drug 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Number of patients with results for three 
drugs tested 

42 5 50 2 19 1 111 8 119 56.1  

Number of patients with resistance to all 
three drugs 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
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Mozambique 

Mozambique implemented AMR surveillance for leprosy as a pilot project in 2013. Fourteen health centres 

were selected as sentinel sites for sampling for AMR. The TB National Reference Laboratory was the 

recipient of the samples. PCR tests were performed by the National Institute of Health, Japan. A total of 11 

samples were tested and only one was found with a mutation suggestive of rifampicin resistance. No 

further leprosy AMR activities were conducted after this pilot phase in 2013, for various reasons. 

Benin, Guinea, Mali and Niger 

Leprosy AMR surveillance started in 2011 in Benin and Mali, followed by Guinea and Niger in 2013. Samples 

taken from suspected relapse cases are investigated in the reference laboratories of Lausanne, Switzerland 

and Paris, France. Out of 230 cases of leprosy detected during the period in the sentinel sites, 28 presumed 

relapses were identified. The results of this AMR surveillance are shown in Table 2. This AMR surveillance is 

supported by FRF. It is planned to expand the network to Côte d’Ivoire and Chad. 

 

Table 2: Results of drug resistance in four West African countries 

Drug resistance Benin Guinea Niger Mali Total 

Dapsone 3 0 1 5 9 

Rifampicin 1 1 1 0 3 

Quinolone 1 0 0 0 0 

 

Presentations made during the group work by Chad, Côte d’Ivoire and the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo (DRC), countries not yet implementing AMR surveillance, showed the potential for this surveillance 

in sentinel sites, even if relapse cases are not currently being routinely reported. 

 

The AMR situation in the African region (from 11 countries for which information on AMR was available) is 

as follows: six countries (Benin, Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique and Niger) are implementing AMR 

surveillance in leprosy with support of external laboratories for PCR testing of resistance mutations; while 

Madagascar, besides having also external surveillance, started to have an in-country laboratory performing 

PCR for resistance testing. Two other countries (Guinea, Burkina Faso) participated once in pilot AMR 

surveillance in leprosy, but has discontinued since then. The collaborating PCR laboratories for these 

countries are linked to the reference laboratories in Paris, Lausanne and Japan. The outcomes of AMR 

surveillance in these six countries are presented in Tables 3 to 5.  
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Table 3: Results of AMR surveillance in six countries in Africa 

Indicator Result 

Number of new leprosy cases in 2015 15,571 

Cumulative number of relapses during 2010-2015 1,464 

Multibacillary (MB) cure rate (2013 cohort) 50%-95% 

Number of in-country laboratories capable to perform PCR for AMR surveillance 2* 

Number of collaborating external laboratories 3 

Number of sentinel sites capable to take skin smears and identifying new cases for PCR 
testing (MB with bacteriological index (BI) of 2+ or more, giving consent for punch biopsy) 

18 

Number of relapses and new cases tested for AMR surveillance 451 

Number and % of resistant mutated genes identified 15 (3%) 

M. leprae strains with rifampicin mutated gene (number and %) 5 (1%) 

M. leprae strains with dapsone mutated gene (number and %) 10 (2%) 

M. leprae strains with ofloxacin mutated gene (number and %) 1 (0%) 

 * The 2 in-country laboratories capable to do PCR for AMR testing are CICM in Antananarivo, Madagascar and 

Pobe Tuberculosis Laboratory in Benin
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Table 4: Status of AMR surveillance in countries of the WHO African Region 

Country 
AMR surveillance 

status 
Year started 

New cases 
(2015) 

Relapses 
(2010-2015) 

MB cure rate 
(2013 cohort) 

In-country 
laboratory for PCR 

External laboratory 
for PCR 

Sentinel site for skin 
smear and biopsy 

Benin Implementing 2011 174 0 91% No Paris, Lausanne 
 

Guinea Implementing 2013 184 0 50% No Paris, Lausanne 
 

Madagascar Implementing 2013 1,491 116 83% Yes Paris 7 to 4 

Mali Implementing 2011 222 0 88% No Paris, Lausanne 
 

Mozambique Implementing 2013-2014 1,335 9 55% No Japan 14 

Niger Implementing 2013 378 0 92% No Paris, Lausanne 
 

Subtotal   3,784 125 50%-92% 1 3 18 

Chad Not implementing 
 

392 0 75% No Paris, (France) Nat LEP Lab 

Côte d'Ivoire Not implementing 
 

891 0 89% No Paris, France 
 

DRC Not implementing 
 

4,237 0 88% No 
 

Not yet 

Tanzania Not implementing 
 

2,297 431 95% No Lausanne Not yet 

Ethiopia Not implementing 
 

3,970 908 86% Yes Paris for 2008-2011 
 

Subtotal   11,787 1,339 75%-95% 1 1 0 

Total 15,571 1,464 50%-95% 2 4 18 
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Table 5: Outcomes of AMR surveillance in countries of the WHO African Region (2011-2015) 

Country 
Relapses and 

new cases 
tested 

RMP 
resistance 

DDS 
resistance 

QUINO 
resistance 

RMP-DDS 
resistance 

%  total 
resistance / 

tested 

Potential in-country 
laboratories 

Potential 
sentinel 

sites 
Sentinel sites 

Benin 70 1 3 0 0 5.7% Pobe 1 Pobe, Benin 

Guinea 27 1 0 0 0 3.7% To be identified 2 Kindia - Kankan 

Madagascar 212 1 1 0 0 0.9% CICM 
  

Mali 93 0 5 0 0 5.4% Centre national 
d'Appui à la Lutte 
contre la Maladie 

1 Kenieba 

Mozambique 9 1 0 0 0 11.1% To be identified 
  

Niger 40 1 1 0 0 5.0% To be identified 
  

Subtotal 451 5 10 0 0 3.3% 2 4   

Chad 0 0 0 0 0  To be identified 2 N'Djamena – Mongo 

Côte d'Ivoire 0 0 0 0 0  Institut Pasteur, 
Abidjan 

4 COR 

DRC 0 0 0 0 0  Institut national de 
Recherché 
biomédicale 

4 High endemic provinces 
to be identified 

Tanzania 0 0 0 0 0  Ifakara Health 
Institute 

4 Liwale, Kilombero. 
Chato, Tanga 

Ethiopia 
     

 
   

Subtotal  0 0 0 0 0 
 

0 14   

Total 451 
5 

(1%) 

10 

(2%) 

0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 
3% 2 18   
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Countries in the WHO Americas Region 

Brazil 

Dr Patricia Rosa from the Instituto Lauro de Souza Lima (ILSL) reported that the majority of patients are 

managed by the health centres in each municipality. There are two WHO collaborating centres in Brazil (ILSL 

and the Fundação Alfredo da Matta). The laboratory of the Fundação Oswaldo Cruz in Rio de Janeiro is also 

performing drug-resistance testing as well as quality control for the other two centres. Both prevalence and 

case detection rates of leprosy are declining in Brazil with the prevalence rate for 2015 reported as 1.01 per 

10 000 population. The G2D rate was 9.2 per million in 2015 showing a declining trend since 2009. The cure 

rate is high with 83.5% of the patients completing treatment. The programme has clear definitions for new 

leprosy cases and for relapses based only on clinical symptoms and on treatment history. Cases defined as 

“others” are usually defaulters returning to treatment or people re-starting treatment due to non or partial 

response. They represent an important number; their magnitude is higher than the number of relapses that 

ranged between 1405 in 2010 and 1589 in 2015. Relapses were reported also among children and there 

were twice as many male relapses as compared to females. The majority were MB relapses but also 

paucibacillary (PB) relapses were reported. Dr Rosa further reported on the work for drug resistance testing 

done by the three institutes which cover different regions of the country. Apart from using molecular 

methods to detect mutations associated with resistance, they also perform in-vivo testing through mouse 

footpad inoculation.  

ILSL tested 777 samples between 2010 and 2015 belonging to patients from both high- and low-endemic 

areas. The Institute usually tests all the patients that come in with a suspected relapse and with positive 

smear examination and they also test new MB cases that are contacts of relapses. DNA extraction is done 

with Quiacube, then a nested-PCR is performed, an agarose gel is prepared and sequencing is done using 

ABI Big Dye v3.3 Terminator Ready Reaction Kit. Testing for resistance among new cases started in 2011. 

The results of the AMR tests are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: Results of AMR in leprosy, Brazil, 2013-2015 
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Number of patients tested 31 0 46 10 33 2 51 7 81 11 75 9 216 38 

Resistant to rifampicin 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 (0.8%) 

Resistant to dapsone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 (0.8%) 

Resistant to ofloxacin 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2(0.54%) 

Resistant to rifampicin and 
dapsone 

2 0 10 2 0 0 2 2 3 0 4 0 25 (7%) 
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Dr Rosa showed also the list of mutations for the cases identified as resistant. The type of treatment 

received was a new course of MDT for 12 months for the majority of cases; for multidrug resistant cases, 

alternative treatment with ofloxacin and minocycline or clarithromycin for 24 months was prescribed. 

Conducting surveillance activities increases the interest and engagement of the health staff. Expansion of 

AMR surveillance activities to screen a larger number of samples would require improving the information 

system, access to new methodologies and adequate funding.    

 

Paraguay 

Dr José Pereira Brunelli explained the structure of the Paraguayan NLP which includes a national laboratory 

for leprosy. 

All the districts report leprosy cases. The majority of cases are from the capital city and three highly 

endemic districts. The country reports very high treatment completion rates (88% and 89% for PB and MB, 

respectively). In 2014 and 2015 only few (<20) relapses were reported against 388 and 485 new cases, 

respectively. The number of new cases has been fairly stable over the last six years. All the patients with 

complications are referred to the capital with transportation costs being reimbursed. The national leprosy 

laboratory does not have the capacity to sequence. 

 

Countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region 

Islamic Republic of Iran (Dr Mahshid Nasehi, Dr Ali Khamesipour) 

In Iran, leprosy elimination activities are integrated into the primary health care structure and people 

requiring attention might contact health posts, urban and rural health centres, district level hospitals, and 

medical colleges. Leprosy activities rely on government funding and are implemented through the above 

network as far as diagnosis and treatment are concerned. For rehabilitation, partners include the Ministry 

of Labour and Social Affairs, the Red Crescent Society, Faculty/College of Rehabilitation in some medical 

schools and some national NGOs.  

Iran reported 17 new cases of leprosy in 2015, equivalent to a case detection rate of 0.01/100 000. Among 

them, 6 were affected by G2D, corresponding to 0.04 per million population. During 2005-2015, 20% of the 

newly-detected cases had no disability, 50% had grade-1 disability and 30% had G2D. 

With regard to treatment outcomes, in 2014, 19 MB patients completed treatment, 2 patients died while 

being treated, and 1 is still under treatment. Over the previous four years (2010-2013), most MB patients 

(out of 92) had completed treatment (89), two had died under treatment and only one patient had 

defaulted. With regard to PB patients, treatment completion rate was 100% in 2010-2013, while no PB 

cases were put under treatment in 2014. 
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The following definitions are applied in Iran: a new case is a leprosy patient who has not received a full 

leprosy treatment course before and was not registered before. A relapse case is a leprosy patient who has 

received a full leprosy treatment course before, and returns with new skin patch(es) or nodule(s) or nerve 

damage(s), and is confirmed by the National Technical Committee (to rule out reactions). 

Table 7 shows the number of new cases, relapses and other cases, with relapse cases disaggregated by age 

and sex. Table 8 shows the relapses by treatment history. Table 9 highlights the time lag between release 

from treatment and relapse. 

Table 7: Case distribution, Iran (I.R.), 2011-2015 

Year New 

Relapses 

Other <15 15-34 35-44 45-54 55-65 ≥65 

M F M F M F M F M F M F 

2011 35   1   1        

2012 21   1   1  2      

2013 22         1     

2014 22              

2015 17   1 1 1         

 

Table 8: Distribution of relapses, by treatment history, Iran (I.R.), 2011-2015 

Year 
Relapse after 

mono-therapy 
Relapse after 

MB-MDT 
Relapse after 

PB-MDT 

2011  2  

2012  2 2 

2013  1  

2014    

2015  3  

 

Table 9: Distribution of relapses, by time lag since release from treatment, Iran (I.R.), 2011-2015 

Year <2 years 2-5 years >5 years unknown 

2011  2   

2012  3 1  

2013    1 

2014     

2015  1 2  
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The current laboratory capacity in Iran includes 31 laboratories (one in each province) that can carry out 

leprosy direct microscopy. Of these, 8 laboratories are equipped with a dedicated leprosy technician, while 

23 are in fact TB laboratories with staff competent on leprosy.  

With regard to molecular tests, no laboratories can carry out molecular tests for leprosy, though one is 

planned at the Centre for Research and Training in Skin Diseases and Leprosy in Tehran. This centre has 

three staff. Iran is currently not relying on any leprosy laboratory abroad. 

Challenges foreseen with regard to the implementation of AMR surveillance for leprosy include: if testing is 

to be conducted in Iran, provision of required primers and refresher training courses; if testing is to be 

conducted abroad, provision of required foreign currency for shipment, and provision of instructions and 

standard operating procedures (SOPs) for shipment of samples.  

Suggestions made by Iran refer to the establishment of an international network: supranational reference 

laboratories should be established, and the countries covered by each laboratory should be defined; 

national reference laboratories should also be identified and equipped (e.g. with primers) and their 

capacities built through educational training courses and multimedia packages; international permissions 

for shipping samples should be obtained. 

 

Morocco (Dr Ibtissam Khoudri and Dr Ouafae Lahlou) 

Leprosy is quite rare in Morocco. The NLP is based within the Ministry of Health. It has had over 10 000 

patients since 1950. The goal of elimination as a public health problem was achieved nationwide in 1991. 

The Ministry of Health aims at achieving a “Morocco without leprosy” by 2025. 

Four regions in northern Morocco have historically been affected by leprosy: Tanger-Tétouan, Oriental- Rif, 

Fes-Meknès, Rabat-Sale-Kenitra. Leprosy elimination activities are integrated into the primary health care 

and work through the health system of Morocco, at local, provincial, regional and national level. 

Implementing partners include national and international NGOs (Fairmed), while funding is provided by the 

Government and Fairmed. 

Morocco reported 27 new cases in 2015, equivalent to a case detection rate of approximately 0.1/100 000. 

The registered prevalence in the same year was 34. In 2015, no new cases with G2D were detected. 

During the last five years, cure rates were 100% for PB (except in 2012 when it was 88%) while they varied 

between 53%-97% for MB cases.  

Morocco applies the following definitions in its national guidelines: a new case is any patient with clinical 

signs of leprosy (loss of sensation in a skin patch or thickened peripheral nerve) and/or bacteriological 

confirmation (and possibly histological) without having received full treatment. A relapse is defined as the 

reappearance of the disease at any time after the completion of a full treatment course. A MB relapse is 

defined as a case presenting with new skin lesions and increased BI, while for a PB relapse the diagnosis is 
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never certain; as such a smear examination is recommended and differentiation should be made between 

relapse and reactions. 

Table 10 shows the number of new cases, relapses and other cases, with relapse cases disaggregated by age 

and sex. Table 11 shows the relapses by treatment history. Table 12 highlights the time lag between release 

from treatment and relapses. 

Table 10: Case distribution, Morocco, 2010-2015  

Year New 

Relapses 

Other <15 15-34 35-44 45-54 55-65 ≥65 

M F M F M F M F M F M F 

2010 40              

2011 51         2  2  1 

2012 38       2  2  2  2 

2013 38   1 1       1   

2014 25         3     

2015 27    1     1 3 1 1  

 

Table 11: Distribution of relapses, by treatment history, Morocco, 2010-2015 

Year 
Relapse after 

mono-therapy 
Relapse after 

MB-MDT 
Relapse after 

PB-MDT 

2010    

2011 2 2  

2012 1 5  

2013  3  

2014  2 1 

2015 2 5  

 

Table 12: Distribution of relapses, by time lag since release from treatment, Morocco, 2010-2015 

Year <2 years 2-5 years >5 years unknown 

2010     

2011  1 3  

2012  2 4  

2013  1 2  

2014 2 1   

2015  1 6  
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With regard to laboratory capacity, the TB and leprosy network relies on 147 smear microscopy 

laboratories. All these laboratories use Ziehl-Neelsen technique for smear microscopy. Staff are 

continuously trained and technical manuals have been developed to this effect. 

Challenges to the implementation of AMR surveillance for leprosy include: centralization of mycobacterial 

resistance testing in one laboratory; limited experience on resistance testing for leprosy; lack of trained 

staff at peripheral level; transportation of samples from peripheral to central level. 

 

Yemen (Professor Yasin Al-Qubati, Dr Abdulrahim Al-Samie) 

Yemen’s NLP is located within the Directorate-General for Communicable Diseases and Surveillance of the 

Primary Health Care Sector of the Ministry of Public Health and Population. 

The programme was established in 1982. The prevalence decreased from 5 per 10 000 in 1985 to 1 per 

10 000 in 2000 to 0.14 per 10 000 in 2015. Activities are integrated within the primary health care network 

but there is a strong vertical supervision from the programme’s central unit. The programme relies on 65 

integrated leprosy clinics. The German Leprosy and Tuberculosis Relief Association (GLRA) is the main 

partner since 1989. Other partners include WHO, the Yemen Leprosy Elimination Society, the Global Health 

Institute, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland (for AMR).  

Yemen reported 255 new cases in 2015, a sharp decrease from 2013 (413 new cases). This is mainly due to 

decreased case finding activities because of the ongoing conflict affecting the country. A historical overview 

is provided in Table 13. 

Table 13: Prevalence and detection of leprosy, Yemen, 2006-2015 

Year 

Registered prevalence New cases 

Number 
Rate   (per 

10,000) 
Number 

Rate (per 
100,000) 

2006 396 0.19 358 1.76 

2007 486 0.24 434 2.07 

2008 565 0.26 471 2.17 

2009 324 0.19 387 1.7 

2010 400 0.18 339 1.5 

2011 358 0.15 299 1.3 

2012 414 0.17 392 1.6 

2013 425 0.17 383 1.5 

2014 456 0.17 413 1.6 

2015 375 0.14 255 1 
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A significant proportion of patients on treatment are lost to follow up. It is unclear if patients completed 

their treatment. As such, distinguishing them from relapses is a challenge. Table 14 shows the age and sex 

distribution of relapses since 2010 

Table 14: Age and sex distribution of relapse cases, Yemen, 2010-2015  

Year 

Relapses 

<15 15-34 35-44 45-54 55-65 ≥65 

M F M F M F M F M F M F 

2010       1  1  1  

2011     1    2    

2012    1   2      

2013     1  1      

2014   2  1 1   1 1   

2015       1  2  1  

 

All relapses occurred after MB-MDT and all occurred more than five years after being released from 

treatment. 

A system for testing for AMR was in place until recently. Biopsies from relapse positive patients were 

collected from all governorates and shipped to Switzerland for testing (DNA selective isolation and whole-

genome sequencing). Financial support was provided by research agencies and FRF. The following patient 

types were included in AMR surveillance: relapse, new MB with histoid clinical characters and severe new 

MB cases. 

No new cases tested positive for resistance, but one relapse patient showed resistance to rifampicin in 

2014. 

Challenges and achievements related to implementing leprosy AMR surveillance activities for leprosy 

include: war, instability, insecurity, difficult geographical conditions, non-availability of reference laboratory 

in the country, difficulties in sending biological samples abroad (impossible since the start of the war in 

March 2015); chemoprophylaxis with rifampicin for contacts of MB cases is not implemented in the country 

(as a precautionary measure against the risk of developing resistance).  

Suggestions include: need to continue improving the regularity of treatment; patients with high bacterial 

load should continue treatment for more than 12 months; awareness of relapse among leprosy workers and 

dermatologists should be raised; any relapse cases suspected by leprosy workers should be confirmed by 

specialized leprosy supervisors in skin and venereal disease hospital; biopsies from selected new MB cases 

should continue to be examined. 
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Countries in the WHO South-East Asia Region 

India (Dr Umesh Datta Gupta) 

The Central Leprosy Division, headed by the Deputy Director General (Leprosy) and Assistant Director 

General is under the Director-General of Health Services. The programme has both vertical and horizontal 

elements with State and District Leprosy Officers and integration into the general health system further 

down at block and primary health centre level. Except for the technical support provided by partners, the 

programme is fully funded by the government. Partners supporting the leprosy programme include the 

Indian Council for Medical Research, ILEP members, National JALMA Institute of Leprosy and WHO. 

Prevalence rate and annual case detection rate have decreased from 4.2 and 5.9 in the 2001 to 0.66 and 

0.97 respectively in 2015. Treatment completion/cure rate for both PB and MB was above 90% in 2015. 

Five national reference laboratories support the leprosy programme: National JALMA Institute for Leprosy 

and other Mycobacterial Diseases, Agra; the Schieffelin Institute of Health Research and Leprosy Centre, 

Karigiri; the Blue Peters Public Health and Research Centre, Hyderabad; the Foundation for Medical 

Research, Mumbai and The Leprosy Mission Trust India, Shahdara, New Delhi. 

Definitions used as criteria for selection of patients for drug resistance testing in India are: 

 New case: a patient who has never taken treatment.  

 Relapse: a patient with either (i) re-occurrence of the disease at any time after completion of a full 

course of treatment with MDT; or (ii) diagnosed by appearance of definite new skin lesions and/or an 

increase in BI of two or more units at any single site compared to BI taken from the same site at a 

previous examination. 

The protocol for sample collection, transportation, DNA extraction, PCR and sequencing can be summarized 

as follows: 

 Two slit skin smears are taken from relapse cases visiting the clinic with a BI >2+; 

 Where required, samples are stored and transported in 70% ethanol; 

 If running PCR test does not give a positive result, it is checked for presence of acid-fast bacilli and a 

new sample is requested; 

 Where PCR positive, sequencing is done and results send back to the clinic; 

 If the sequencing shows no mutation standard MDT is continued. If the result shows mutation, then 

the treatment is modified accordingly. 

Table 15 shows the results of AMR surveillance in India, by reference laboratory during the period 2010-

2015. 
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Table 15: Results of AMR surveillance, India, by reference laboratory, 2010-2015 

Reference 
laboratory 

New cases Relapse cases 

Number RMP ‘R’ DDS ‘R’ OFL ‘R’ Number RMP ‘R’ DDS ‘R’ OFL ‘R’ 

NJIL&OMD 53 5 1 6 49 2 2 2 

TLMTI 27 6 6 1 149 27 15 6 

SHR&LC     42    

BPPH&RC 231    110    

Total 311 11 (3.5%) 7 (2.2%) 7 (2.2%) 350 29 (8.3%) 17 (4.9%) 8 (2.3%) 

 

Cases for AMR surveillance are selected from referral centres as per WHO Guidelines. Primary drug 

resistant cases are seen mostly in northern India, often in difficult and hard-to-reach areas with tribal and 

similar population groups. High resistance is observed in both new and relapse cases in NJIL&OMD, Agra 

and TLMTI, New Delhi. No resistance were observed from other sentinel sites in India. Community-based 

surveillance is required to get better data. Challenges identified include identification of relapses and their 

referral, inadequate tissue material available for testing, technically demanding procedures and difficulty in 

collecting skin smears from child cases.  

India suggested using slit skins smears for diagnosis of new cases, through a tested public health model, 

formulating a robust definition for new case for AMR surveillance, a rethinking on sampling methodology to 

make it representative, including non-responders in the sampling framework and designing simplified 

resistance detection tools feasible in the field context or in a laboratory with minimal molecular biology 

facilities. As a future plan India proposed moving to a community-based representative sampling in AMR 

surveillance. When shifted to such surveillance system, samples from all parts of the country would be 

taken. For this funding and resources need to be worked out covering cost for transportation of patient and 

cost for laboratory consumables. 

Table 16 shows the details of mutations detected by year, centre and type of patient during the period 

2011-2015. 
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Table 16: Type of mutation, by reference laboratory and year, India, 2011-2015 

Year 
Reference 
laboratory 

New cases Relapse cases 

Isolates RMP ‘R’ DDS ‘R’ OFL ‘R’ Isolates  RMP ‘R’ DDS ‘R’ OFL ‘R’ 

2011 NJIL&OMD 9 1 

Transition 2171 

CGA→CAA 

Arg→Gln 

 1 

Transition 273 

GCA→GTA 91 

Ala→Val 

    

TLMTI     13    

BPPH&RC 36    40    

2012 NJIL&OMD 12 1 

Deletion2007 

GAA→GAC 

667 Glu→Asp 

 3 

Transition 272 

GCA→GTA 

91 Ala→Val 

    

 TLMTI     34    

 BPPH&RC 97    10    

2013 NJIL&OMD 18 2 

Transition 2171 

CGA→CAA 

723 Arg→Gln 

1 

Transition 158 

ACC→ATC 

52 Thr→Ile 

2 

Transition 297 

CGC→CGT 

99 no change 
amino acid 

22   1 

Transition297 

CGC→CGT 

99 no change 
amino acid 

 TLMTI     52    

 BPPH&RC 98    40    

2014 NJIL&OMD 5 1 

Transition1376 

TCG→TTG 

458 Ser→Leu 

  12 1 

Transition 1343 

GGC→GAC 

447Gly→Asp 

1 

Transition 158 

ACC→ATC 

52Thr→Ile 

1 

Transition297 

CGC→CGT 

99 no change 
amino acid 

 TLMTI     19 15 4 2 

 BPPH&RC     10    

2015 NJIL&OMD 9    15 1 

Transition 1343 

GGC→GAC 

447Gly→Asp 

1 

Transition 158 

ACC→ATC 

53Thr→Ile 

 

 TLMTI 27 6 6 1 31 4 5 1 
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Indonesia (Ms Hana Krismawati) 

The NLP is located in the Ministry of Health under the General Directorate for Disease Prevention and 

Control. At subnational level there are provincial and district leprosy programme managers. The national 

programme is supported by the Institute of Research and Development for Biomedicine, Papua which is 

under the National Institute of Health Research and Development. The programme is largely funded by the 

government with technical assistance from WHO. Funding for AMR monitoring comes from the Ministry of 

Health (NLP) supporting drug resistance testing in Surabaya since 2009 and from the National Institute of 

Health Research and Development (Institute of Research and Development for Biomedicine, Papua Ministry 

of Health).  

The new case detection rate, prevalence rate and G2D rate in Indonesia in 2015 were 6.56, 6.4 and 0.78 per 

100 000 population, respectively. Cure rates for the 2014 cohorts were 92% and 85%, respectively, for PB 

and MB cases. There has been variability in treatment completion rates over the past five years but with an 

overall upward trend, thus showing improvement. 

The following definitions are used by the Indonesia NLP for the purpose of AMR: 

 New case: a case of leprosy that was previously not registered and never treated with leprosy 

treatment.  

 Relapse: appearance of a new skin lesion in a patient after having completed MDT; An MB relapse 

implies an increasing BI ≥ 2+ compared to first diagnosis. 

Table 17 shows the case detection during 2010-2015 with a breakdown of relapses in adults and children as 

well as treatment history. 

Table 17: Case detection, Indonesia, by type of patient, adult/child and treatment history (for relapses), 2010-2015 

Year 
Number 
of new 
cases 

Relapses 

Number Treatment history 

Adult Child Total 
After mono-

therapy 
After MB-

MDT 
After PB-

MDT 

2010 17,012 158    158  

2011 20,023 164    164  

2012 18,994 194 181 13  177 17 

2013 16,825 187 163 24  146 41 

2014 17,025 202 188 14  189 13 

2015 16,766 210 195 15  202 8 

 

Geographical areas covered for AMR surveillance include Surabaya (Java) and Makassar (Sulawesi). There is 

a plan to expand to Papua and West Papua in 2017-2018; and West, Southeast, Northwest and North 

Moluccas in 2018. Criteria to select patients for PCR testing for both relapses and new cases are: all relapse 

patients and new MB cases with still active lesions after six months of MDT. As per the protocol used in 
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sentinel site/testing laboratory in Indonesia, double samples are taken from each patient and recorded in 

the sample entry form. The samples are stored in the transit refrigerator or in biobank as per the SOP for 

transmit samples. The SOP of the laboratory requires cold chain management during the transport of 

samples. Once the sample reaches the testing laboratory it is processed for DNA extraction and 

spectrophotometry is used for measuring quality of DNA. Testing is conducted using PCR technique and 

further sequencing done to look into the mutation profile. Once the report is available it is sent to the clinic 

and recorded in the database. 

Results of AMR testing are shown in Table 18. Ofloxacin resistance was not tested for. 

Table 18: Laboratory results on leprosy drug resistance in new and relapse cases, Indonesia, 2003-2015
§
 

Period Number of samples Treatment status 
Research 
Institute 

Result 

2003-
2011 

270 (from East Java, 
NTB, NTT, South 
Sulawesi, Maluku, 
Kalimantan, Papua) 

On MDT: 144 

RFT: 63 

New: 59 

ROK treatment: 3 

DDS monotherapy: 1 

TDC 
UNAIR, 
Surabaya 

DDS ‘R’: 5 resistance (2 under 
MDT, 2 new, 1 after DDS 
monotherapy) 

DDS and RMP ‘R’: 1 (relapse) 

2013-
2015 

70   TDC 
UNAIR, 
Surabaya 

DDS ‘R’: 3 

RMP ‘R’: 1
#
 

§ Profile of Mutation on Drug Resistant Mycobacterium Leprae Isolates in Indonesia Collected during 2003-2011. Ratna 
Wahyuni, Dinar Adriaty, Iswahyudi, Cita Rosita, Indropo Agusni, Shinzo Izumi. Microbiology Indonesia vol 6, no. 3, 
Sept 2012 

# Drug Resistance Problem in Leprosy. Indorpo Agusni, Cita Rosita Prakoeswa, Moch Yulianto Listiawan. Presented in 
Drug Resistance Surveillance Coordination Meeting, 13-14 July 2016, Jakarta 

 

Achievements in Indonesia in the work of AMR surveillance in leprosy include funding for drug resistance 

survey, centralized laboratory analysis in Surabaya and Jayapura and training of local laboratory technicians 

in districts with several leprosy pockets (Papua and West Papua). Challenges identified by the programme 

include sophisticated procedure using molecular approach, sample transport to Jayapura from the others 

districts in Papua, expensive cost for detecting mutation and mobilizing sample recruitment from patients. 

Indonesia emphasized that a monitoring programme for drug resistance is an important component of 

leprosy control. The need to identify additional referral laboratories to conduct drug resistance tests 

especially in high endemic provinces and standardizing of regulation for transporting samples and material 

were also emphasized.  

Future plans proposed by Indonesia include:  

 Developing the laboratory network capable of conducting resistance testing in: 

o IRDBP Papua for Eastern part of Indonesia (Papua, West Papua, Moluccas) 
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o Surabaya: West Region of Indonesia 

 Capacity building for laboratory networking in leprosy pockets:  

o Collecting data and samples, managing data, and transporting to referral laboratory. 

 Capacity Building for Lab workers in the  referral laboratory 

 

Myanmar (Dr Maung Maung Htoo) 

The Myanmar NLP is headed by the Deputy Director (Leprosy) under the Director, Disease Control. The 

programme is integrated with other disease control programmes further down at subnational level. In 

addition to WHO, partners supporting the programme include ALM, Netherlands Leprosy Relief (NLR) and 

the Leprosy Research Center, Tokyo, Japan. The prevalence of leprosy decreased from 204 282 in 1987 to 

2403 in 2015. In 2004, 3756 new cases were detected while this number was 2571 in 2015. The number of 

patients with G2D at the time of diagnosis has been fluctuating; it was 350 in 2015. The cure rates were 

above 90% for both PB and MB cohorts during the past five years. 

The NLP applies the following definitions: 

 A new leprosy case is a person with clinical signs of leprosy who requires MDT for the first time. 

 A case of leprosy is a person with clinical signs of leprosy who requires MDT. 

 A relapse is defined as the re-occurrence of the disease at any time after completion of a full course 

of treatment. Relapse is indicated by the appearance of new skin lesions and in the case of MB 

relapse, by evidence on a skin smear of an increase in BI of 2+ or more units. PB relapses are difficult 

to differentiate from reversal reactions. 

Table 19 shows the number of new cases, relapses and other cases, with relapse cases disaggregated by age 

and sex. Table 20 shows the relapses by treatment history. Table 21 highlights the time lag between release 

from treatment and relapses. 

Table 19: Case distribution, Myanmar, 2011-2015  

Year New 

Relapses 

Other <15 15-34 35-44 45-54 55-65 ≥65 

M F M F M F M F M F M F 

2010 2,950   8 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 1  2,950 

2011 3,082   6  2  2    2  3,082 

2012 3,013   5  3 1  2 3  1  3,013 

2013 2,950   8 5 1  1  1 2 1  2,950 

2014 2,877   6 3 4  1 2 1 1 1  2,877 

2015 2,571   6 2 1 3 3 1 2 2   2,571 
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Table 20: Distribution of relapses, by treatment history, Myanmar, 2010-2015 

Year 
Relapse after 

mono-therapy 
Relapse after 

MB-MDT 
Relapse after 

PB-MDT 

2010 1 19 1 

2011 1 10 1 

2012 1 12 2 

2013  15 4 

2014 1 13 5 

2015 1 16 3 

 

Table 21: Distribution of relapses, by time lag since release from treatment, Myanmar, 2010-2015 

year <2 years 2-5 years >5 years unknown 

2010 2 11 8  

2011  1 11  

2012 3 1 11  

2013 2 5 12  

2014 6 3 10  

2015 3 6 11  

 

Currently there are two sentinel sites for AMR monitoring: Mandalay Special Skin Clinic in Mandalay in 

Upper Myanmar and Central Special Skin Clinic in Yangon in Lower Myanmar. It was noted that there are 

very few laboratory technicians with the required skill to do smear microscopy. 

As per the laboratory testing protocol relapse cases (according to the definition of relapse) and new cases 

with sustained high BI index of >4+ MB after 24 doses of treatment are tested. Smears are sent to Japan for 

PCR or direct DNA sequencing. 

Tables 22 and 23 show the results of AMR surveillance in Myanmar (new cases) while Table 24 shows the 

results among relapse cases. 

Table 22: result of AMR resistance, Myanmar 

ID 
folP1 rpoB gyrA 

Amplicon Result Amplicon Result Amplicon Result 

95-118A OK No mutation OK No mutation OK No mutation 

95-118B X - OK No mutation OK No mutation 

95-119A X - OK No mutation OK No mutation 

95-119B OK No mutation OK No mutation OK No mutation 
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Table 23: results on AMR surveillance, Myanmar, 2010-2015 (new cases) 

Indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Number of patients tested by PCR      2 

Number of patients with RMP resistance tested      2 

Number of patients resistant to RMP      0 

Number of patients with DDS resistance tested      2 

Number of patients resistant to DDS      0 

Number of patients with OFX resistance tested      2 

Number of patients resistant to OFX      0 

Number of patients with two drugs tested      2 

Number of patients with resistance to more than 
one drug 

     0 

Number of patients with three drugs tested      2 

Number of patients with resistance to three 
drugs 

     0 

 

Table 24: results on AMR surveillance, Myanmar, 2010-2015 (relapse cases) 

Indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total 

Number of relapses tested by PCR 21 12 15 19 19 20 106 

Number of patients with RMP resistance tested 21 12 15 19 19 20 106 

Number of patients resistant to RMP 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Number of patients with DDS resistance tested 21 12 15 19 19 20 106 

Number of patients resistant to DDS 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 

Number of patients with OFX resistance tested 21 12 15 19 19 20 106 

Number of patients resistant to OFX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of patients with two drugs tested 21 12 15 19 19 20 106 

Number of patients with resistance to more than 
one drug 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of patients with three drugs tested 21 12 15 19 19 20 106 

Number of patients with resistance to three 
drugs 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

The programme suggested collecting smears only for voluntary reporting and referral cases at the two 

referral centres (sentinel sites). They also indicated that some of the suspected relapse cases may be 

present in difficult-to-reach areas and missed because of transportation problems, etc. 

Future plans proposed include: 

 Leprosy mapping project in Myanmar funded under the Accelerating Integrated Management 

initiative; 
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 Leprosy awareness campaign in 40 pocket areas during the fourth quarter of 2016; 

 Leprosy awareness campaign in 60 pocket areas during the first quarter of 2017; 

 Central evaluation meeting on leprosy control will be conducted during the first quarter of 2017; 

 Capacity building of basic health staff and leprosy control programme staff. 

 

Nepal (Dr Basudev Pandey) 

The NLP in Nepal is under the Department of Health Services and is integrated into the general health 

system. Partners supporting the programme are The Leprosy Mission Nepal, NLR, Nepal Leprosy Trust, 

Sasakawa Memorial Health Foundation, WHO and local NGOs and community-based organizations. In 

addition people affected by the disease are also involved in planning, training and raising awareness.  There 

is no specific funding provided for leprosy drug resistance testing in Nepal. Anandaban’s Mycobacterial 

Research Laboratory (MRL) has been performing leprosy drug resistance monitoring for around 36 years.  

In 2014/15 there were 15 districts with a prevalence rate of more than 1 per 10 000 population, 54 districts 

with less than 1 per 10 000 population and 6 districts with zero prevalence. Looking into the data of the 

past 15 years, there has been a downward trend of new cases plateauing since 2009/10 coinciding with the 

declaration of elimination at national level. The new case detection rate and prevalence rate in 2014/15 

were 11.01 and 0.89 per 10 000 population, respectively. There has been a slight increase in the G2D rate 

since 2012/13: it was 4.4 per million population in 2014/15. A similar trend is observed in the proportion of 

new female and child cases with G2D which were 36.0% and 7.7%, respectively, in 2014/15 (Table 25). 

Table 25: National leprosy indicators, Nepal, 2009/10-2014/15 

Indicator (2009/10) (2010/11) (2011/12) (2012/13) 2013/14 2014/15 

Number of new patients 3,157 3,142 3,481 3,253 3,223 3,053 

New case detection rate (per 
100,000 pop.) 

11.5 11.2 12.2 11.9 11.2 11.0 

Registered prevalence at end 
of year 

2,104 2,210 2,430 2,228 2,271 2,461 

Prevalence rate (per 10,000 
pop.) 

0.77 0.79 0.85 0.82 0.83 0.89 

Number of new children 212 163 218 136 204 236 

Child proportion among new 6.7% 5.2% 6.3% 4.2% 6.3% 7.7% 

Number of new cases with 
G2D 

86 109 110 94 109 135 

G2D proportion 2.7% 3.5% 3.2% 2.9% 3.4% 4.4% 

G2D rate per million pop. 3.1 3.9 3.9 3.5 4.0 4.9 

Number of female 1,030 892 1,100 1,004 1,143 1,100 

Proportion of females 32.6% 28.4% 31.6% 30.8% 35.5% 36.0% 
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Indicator (2009/10) (2010/11) (2011/12) (2012/13) 2013/14 2014/15 

Released from treatment 3,844 2,979 3,190 3,373 3,187 2,800 

Number of patients lost to 
follow up 

25 31 24 43 24 38 

Number of relapse 18 20 25 14 20 20 

 

Cure rates were in excess of 97% for PB cohort of 2014 and MB cohort of 2013. 

Definitions used by the programme: 

 New case: a case of leprosy that has never been treated with anti-leprosy drugs; 

 Relapse: re-occurrence of the disease at any time after the completion of a full course of treatment 

with WHO recommended MDT or an increase in 2+ in BI. 

o If no previous BI result is available, previous completion of MDT with laboratory validation of 

active leprosy; 

 Clinical/Bacteriology/Histopathology 

o MRL validation: clinician comprehensive review of clinical exam, neuropathy exam, slit skin 

smear and skin biopsy histopathology results.  

 Other cases (for MRL leprosy drug resistance tests) 

o Primary: no previous leprosy drug treatment; 

o Secondary: received previous leprosy drug treatment. 

 Defaulter, Monotherapy, Relapse 

Table 26 shows the number of new cases, relapses and other cases, with relapse cases disaggregated by age 

and sex. Table 27 shows the relapses by treatment history.  

Table 26: Case distribution, Nepal, 2010-2015  

Year New 

Relapses 

Other <15 15-34 35-44 45-54 55-65 ≥65 

M F M F M F M F M F M F 

2010 3,118   1    3  2    35 

2011 3,184   2  1    1  2  17 

2012 3,492   1  1       1 26 

2013 3,225   3 4 1  9   1 1  26 

2014 3,046   2  3 1 3 3 4 1 1  33 

2015 2,751 1 0 3 1 2 0 5 0 6 1 4 0 33 
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Table 27: Distribution of relapses, by treatment history, Nepal, 2010-2015 

Year 
Relapse after 

mono-therapy 
Relapse after 

MB-MDT 
Relapse after 

PB-MDT 

2010 1 5  

2011 1 5  

2012 1 1 1 

2013  13 6 

2014 1 15 2 

2015 1 18 4 

 

The sentinel laboratory for leprosy drug resistance analysis in Nepal is in MRL Anandaban, Kathmandu. This 

is an NGO institute supported by The Leprosy Mission Nepal. Testing for drug resistance based on mouse 

food pad culture for dapsone has been done since 1980 and for rifampicin since 1987. DNA analysis for 

mutation detection according to WHO programme protocols have been undertaken since 2000. 

Laboratory testing protocol is as follows. All relapse cases and any cases with mouse footpad culture 

positive for drug resistance (primary, monotherapy, defaulters) are checked with PCR. Most samples are 

obtained by skin biopsy taken onsite at MRL or clinic; slit skin smear samples are preserved in 70% ethanol. 

The WHO Global Leprosy Drug Resistance Protocol is followed. Qiagen (Germany) Blood and Tissue Kit is 

used. 

Table 28: Sentinel laboratory relapse screening, Nepal, 2010-2015 

Year Total analyzed Confirmed relapse Non relapse 

2010 12 6 6 

2011 12 6 6 

2012 8 3 5 

2013 40 19 21 

2014 46 18 28 

2015 33 23 10 

 

Tables 29 shows the results of AMR surveillance in Nepal (new cases) while Table 30 shows the results 

among relapse cases. 
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Table 29: results on AMR surveillance, Nepal, 2010-2015 (new cases) 

Indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Number of patients tested by PCR 7 4 1 2 2 0 

Number of patients with RMP resistance tested 27 16 21 21 24 24 

Number of patients resistant to RMP 1 1 1 1  1 

Number of patients with DDS resistance tested 27 16 21 21 24 24 

Number of patients resistant to DDS 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Number of patients with OFX resistance tested 7 4 1 2 2 0 

Number of patients resistant to OFX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of patients with two drugs tested 27 16 21 21 24 24 

Number of patients with resistance to more than 
one drug 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

Number of patients with three drugs tested 7 4 1 2 2 0 

Number of patients with resistance to three 
drugs 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 30: results on AMR surveillance, Nepal, 2010-2015 (relapse cases) 

Indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Number of relapses tested by PCR 1 2 2 11 15  17 

Number of patients with RMP resistance tested 5 6 3 19 13 18 

Number of patients resistant to RMP 1 1  2 1 0 

Number of patients with DDS resistance tested 5 6 3 19 12 13 

Number of patients resistant to DDS 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of patients with OFX resistance tested 1 2 2 11 12  16 

Number of patients resistant to OFX 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of patients with two drugs tested 5 6 3 19 13 16 

Number of patients with resistance to more than 
one drug 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

Number of patients with three drugs tested 1 2 2 11 11 11 

Number of patients with resistance to three 
drugs 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Quality control of the sentinel laboratory was done by Dr Matsuoka as part of the WHO Global Surveillance 

of Leprosy Drug Resistance Programme (2014).  

Challenges identified by the programme on AMR surveillance include getting funding, patient access with 

difficult geographical terrains, getting assistance from other leprosy NGO partners, hospitals and 

dermatologists. Some of the achievements include MRL clinical and laboratory validation of relapse cases 

and having a proper national database. 
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Nepal requested funding assistance for DNA and sequencing analyses, raising awareness of other possible 

drug resistance developments and continued training and communication for leprosy health care provider 

reporting and participation in the programme. 

 

Countries in the WHO Western Pacific Region 

Viet Nam (Dr Nguyen Phuc Nhu Ha) 

MDT was introduced in Viet Nam in 1983 and the goal of elimination of leprosy as a public health problem 

was achieved at national level in 1995 and in all 63 provinces by 2015. The annual leprosy statistics show 

detection of 178 new leprosy cases (case detection rate of 0.19 per 100 000 population) in 2015. 174 cases 

were under treatment at the end of 2015 recording a prevalence rate of 0.02 per 10 000 population. The 

new case detection declined from 374 (0.43 per 100 000 population) in 2011 to 178 cases (0.19 per 100 000 

population) in 2015. A similar reduction in prevalence was observed for the past five years. The MB 

proportion among new cases was ranging from 71.9% to 80.3% over the past five years. The proportion of 

children among new cases was at 2.8% in 2015. The national programme registered 51 relapse cases 

between 2010 and 2015. An increase of BI of 2+ or more at any site is considered for diagnosis of relapse.   

The Guidelines for global surveillance of drug resistance in leprosy (2009) were followed for identifying 

relapses and new cases and testing for drug resistance. All new cases with BI of 1+ or more were considered 

for testing for resistance.  

290 patients were tested for resistance between 2010 and 2015. No samples were found with resistance to 

either rifampicin or ofloxacin and 20 (6.9%) showed resistance for dapsone; of these, three cases were 

detected with primary resistance. Resistance for more than one drug was not observed.  

The NLP faces shortage of funds for continuing drug resistance surveillance. The presentation also flagged 

up issues like addition of new drugs in cases with dapsone primary resistance and effectiveness of 12 

months MDT for patients with BI of 3+ or more. 

 

Philippines (Ms Florenda Orcullo Roferos) 

The Leonard Wood Memorial (LWM) centre for leprosy research, Cebu, Philippines, is the prime laboratory 

which supports AMR surveillance in leprosy. The new case detection for the past five years showed a 

gradual decline from 2041 in 2010 to 1617 in 2015. The proportion of MB cases was more than 90% while 

the proportion of new cases with G2D was around 5% for the past six years.  

LWM centre covers Cebu area of Philippines and caters for management of 37% of the national case load; 

927 new cases were reported in the LWM centre between 2010 and 2015. 43 relapses were also registered 

during these years. All of them reported with symptoms of relapse five years after completing the 

prescribed MDT. AMR surveillance was established to detect and monitor the trend of rifampicin, dapsone 
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and ofloxacin resistance among MB cases. The samples were collected from the patients with relapse and 

new cases with BI of 2+ or more and the samples were transported to the National Hansen’s Disease 

Program, Baton Rouge, USA.   

The following definitions are used for selection of cases: 

 New case: first appearance of skin lesions consistent with leprosy with or without nerve 

abnormalities; 

 Relapse:  recurrence of the disease after full course of treatment with the following criteria:  

o PB relapse: reappearance of ≤5 skin lesions consistent with leprosy; 

o MB relapse: reappearance of >5 skin lesions consistent with leprosy (or) reappearance of any 

number of skin lesions consistent with leprosy with a site BI increase of ≥2+ over the previous 

value. 

For the past six years, 140 new MB patients were tested for AMR and four patients were found with 

dapsone resistance; no cases were reported with resistance to rifampicin or ofloxacin. None of the 43 

relapse patients showed strains resistant either to dapsone, rifampicin or ofloxacin. Resistance to more 

than one drug was not found either in new cases or among relapse cases.  

The LWM presentation flagged up shortage of funds as an important constraint for sustaining testing for 

resistance but recommended nationwide coverage to strengthen the surveillance. 

 

China (Dr Hongsheng Wang)   

MDT was introduced in 1982 and the whole country was covered by 1986. The WHO-recommended 

regimens are followed since 2013. The treatment completion rate is more than 98% among all cases 

registered. The prevalence rate is showing a gradual decline: it was 0.24 per 10 000 population in 2015. The 

number of new cases also halved from 1420 in 2010 to 720 in 2015. A similar decrease in detection of new 

cases with G2D was noted from 394 in 2010 to 168 in 2015. About 424 relapse cases were registered for the 

past five years. Out of them 236 cases were monotherapy relapses.   

Relapse is confirmed by reappearance of new symptoms and signs of the disease, after successful 

completion of appropriate treatment and with any one of following findings: (i) skin smear is positive again 

after skin smear became negative and BI shows an increase of at least 2+ units at any previous site; 

(ii) biopsy shows specific histopathological changes of leprosy with strong positive and a significant number 

of acid-fast bacilli. 

The following patients were monitored for AMR: patients relapsed with a high BI after stopping dapsone 

monotherapy or MB-MDT; patients with persisting and high BI during the monitoring time after completion 

of MDT; new, treatment-naive cases. 
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Based on the actual situation of leprosy in China, the provinces covered for sentinel surveillance for drug 

resistance are expanded to 15 in southern China (including Yunnan, Sichuan, Hunan and Guizhou). All 

samples are tissues from skin biopsies. Sample transportation and DNA extraction are done in accordance 

to the guidelines for drug resistance surveillance released in 2009. Out of 55 new leprosy cases tested for 

drug resistance, only two cases were found with resistance to dapsone. None of the new cases was found 

with resistance to rifampicin or with ofloxacin. Out of 61 relapse cases tested for drug resistance, one case 

showed resistance to rifampicin, and six cases showed resistance to dapsone. No resistance for ofloxacin 

was observed. Resistance to more than one drug was also not detected.  

The presenters recommended extension of drug resistance surveillance to all new cases and relapses 

detected in high prevalence areas. 

 

Presentation from the reference laboratories in France, India, Japan, 

Switzerland and USA 

National Hansen Disease Programme, USA (Dr David Scollard on behalf of Diana Williams)  

Dr David Scollard presented the data from USA of the America Reference Laboratory, Baton Rouge, 

Louisiana. Specimens were obtained from 74 MB leprosy patients from slit skin smears and biopsy sites.  

The PCR used purified DNA. Standardized techniques were used for specimen processing (Modification 

Matsuoka M, Journal of Medical Microbiology 57:1213-1219). 70 out of all the samples were received from 

LWM Centre, Cebu, the Philippines. In 2015, a total of 74 specimens from skin smears were used and four 

specimens from biopsies were processed. Four relapse cases and 70 new MB leprosy cases were tested for 

AMR in 2015. No resistance, either for dapsone, rifampicin and ofloxacin was observed in all four relapse 

cases. Among the 70 new MB cases, 68 cases were found susceptible for dapsone, rifampicin and ofloxacin. 

Only two cases (2.9%) showed resistance to dapsone. 

The cumulative data from the LWM leprosy centre from 2012 to 2015 shows that out of 140 new cases 

tested for AMR, only four cases (1.4%) were found resistant to dapsone. From the same centre in Cebu 

between 2012 and 2015, 43 relapse cases were tested for AMR and none of them showed AMR for any of 

the anti-microbial agents tested. 

 

Université Paris Diderot, Paris, France (Professor Emmanuelle Cambau) 

Professor Emmanuelle Cambau mentioned that the national reference laboratory is located in two sites: 

Hôpital Lariboisière and Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière. These laboratories are involved in drug resistance testing 

for TB and receive non-tuberculous mycobacteria for diagnosis and susceptibility testing, including 

molecular detection of resistance. The laboratories also carry out tests for diagnosis of leprosy cases living 

in France and overseas French territories (25-50 cases per year). The laboratories have facilities for mouse 

footpad experiments for testing new anti-leprosy drugs or new regimens. The laboratories have been 
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recognized as reference laboratories since 2008. Among their key roles are providing expertise to work on 

biopsies with the mouse footpad model and comparisons of mutations and mouse footpad; evaluation of 

use of Hain Genotype Leprae DR diagnostic kit for rpoB, gyrA, and folP and screening for leprosy by RLEP 

PCR, giving technical assistance to Madagascar and collaboration with FRF. The laboratories have been 

supporting Benin, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mali, Niger and Pakistan. 

The laboratories are mainly supported through the Ministry of Health, France; they also receive annual 

grants from FRF. Over the past five years, 268 cases with positive skin smears tested were PCR+, 223 new 

cases and 38 relapse cases. A total of 7 (3.1%) resistant cases were found in new cases only: five dapsone 

resistant cases (one each in Benin and Madgascar and three in Mali), one rifampicin resistant (in 

Madagascar) and one ofloxacin resistant (in Benin). 

Testing resistance to other drugs such as clofazimine, clarithromycin, minocycline and thioamides is an 

important issue to be considered in the AMR work for leprosy. The other challenges include treatment of 

mono-resistant cases, i.e. resistant to rifampicin and susceptible to dapsone and correlation with clinician 

and programme manager for informing resistance and managing the resistant cases. 

Formation of a therapeutic group and developing a data base platform for results could be possible 

solutions for the challenges faced in AMR in leprosy.  

 

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland (Professor Stewart Cole) 

Professor Stewart Cole presented on the progress of AMR activities and new perspectives in AMR work 

from the reference laboratory in Lausanne. All mutations linked to drug resistance were found to occur in a 

specific region in each gene, the so-called drug resistance-determining region (DRDR). The sequence 

analysis of DRDRs in the rpoB, gyrA, and folP1 genes of M. leprae is known to be a useful predictor of 

resistance that could eventually replace the mouse footpad method. Strains from 230 cases from Bolivia, 

Brazil, Uruguay and Venezuela were received for drug susceptibility testing and genotyping between 2005 

and 2011. No resistance was found in new cases. Drug resistance in three relapse cases from Brazil was 

found. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotypes were determined by Sanger sequencing of PCR 

fragments. Two of them had folP1 mutation and one had folP1 and rpoB mutations. 454 samples were 

analyzed from 24 countries. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) was found to be a better method as it would 

give all findings. Since 2001, out of 454 samples analyzed by PCR sequencing (306) or WGS (148), SNP typing 

was available for 423 strains: 31 (6.8%) out of 454 showed strains resistant to one or more drugs, 18 

showed single drug resistant strains and 13 multidrug resistant strains including two of them showing 

resistance to dapsone, rifampicin and ofloxacin. In one clinical isolate, a WGS gyrB mutation was identified 

for the first time which can be linked to quinolone drug resistance. Identification of new mutations in rpoB 

needs further validation. The laboratory also analyzed 290 samples from Mali, Benin, Niger, Guinea, Yemen, 

Ethiopia and Nigeria. Out of 290 samples, 220 were analyzed using PCR sequencing and 70 by WGS. The PCR 

sequencing method resulted in identifying five drug-resistant strains; by WGS method seven drug-resistant 

strains were identified.  
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From this experience it can be concluded that until 2011 AMR was not a problem, as only three out of 233 

cases (1.3%) showed drug-resistant strains. After 2011, 12 out of 290 (4.14%) were found with AMR, thus 

pointing to a growing problem. The transmission of primary resistance in four out of 24 cases in Guinea is 

worrying. 

The experience of using WGS is very encouraging. Extraction with host depletion is the best method for 

WGS. But WGS is expensive, time consuming and not used routinely in AMR surveillance.  

 

Leprosy Research Centre, National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Japan (Dr Yuji Miyamoto) 

Dr Yuji Miyamoto presented the activities of Leprosy Research Center, National Institute of Infectious 

Diseases, Japan explaining its role as a reference laboratory. The centre focusses on research in 

mycobacterial diseases including leprosy, TB and non-tuberculous mycobacteria and performs basic 

research related to diagnosis, treatment, prevention and epidemiology of the disease. The research benefits 

from collaboration with other leading scientists as well as foreign experts. Eight different laboratories work 

together in the leprosy research centre supporting diagnosis and treatment of leprosy. The centre also 

focusses on training young doctors and scientists from Asian countries especially from countries where 

mycobacterial diseases are still major health problems. The research work entails DNA extraction and PCR 

sequencing to identify folP1, rpoB and gyrA genes. Technical assistance is extended to three countries.  

Quynhon NIDVH (2004-2016) and NIDV Ha Noi (2011-2014) in Viet Nam were supported for facilitating DNA 

extraction. Amplification of DRDR and sequencing are done at the leprosy research centre. Ten relapse 

cases were tested for resistance to dapsone, rifampicin and ofloxacin. Only two cases showed resistance to 

dapsone. No resistant strains for rifampicin and ofloxacin were found.  

The Central Skin Clinic, Myanmar (2009-2016) was supported facilitating collection of samples and training 

of the local scientists and testing the samples by PCR and sequencing. 103 relapses were tested for AMR. 

Three cases showed rifampicin resistant strains and one case with dapsone resistance over the past five 

years.  

The Mozambique NLP (2013) was supported with training local staff and scientists. The samples were 

collected for analysis in the Leprosy research centre in Tokyo. Out of eleven specimens collected only five 

were found suitable for testing. Only one strain was identified resistant to rifampicin. One case was 

identified with a mycobacterium different from M. leprae.  

The level of resistance in new cases will reveal the real situation of AMR. Financial support to sustain AMR is 

required. NLPs need to understand the need for surveillance and testing all relapses and a proportion of 

new cases. Reports on AMR should be sent to GLP for global compilation. 

The funding for research is drawn from international collaborative research fund and Overseas 

Development Agency Research Fund. Seven publications were brought out from the centre for the past five 

years.  
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Global data: overview 

Dr Paul Saunderson presented a global overview of AMR surveillance in leprosy. The sentinel network of 

drug resistance surveillance was implemented jointly by WHO and ILEP between 2008 and 2014. Eighteen 

countries participated in the sentinel surveillance network: Benin, Brazil, Burkina Faso, China, Colombia, 

Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, Niger, Pakistan, Philippines, 

Viet Nam and Yemen. It is to be mentioned that Burkina Faso, Ethiopia and Pakistan dropped out from the 

list of the countries. 

Seventeen laboratories from nine countries carried out drug resistance testing through molecular detection 

(PCR and mutation detection). Quality control systems were established in 2009 and 2011. The protocol was 

standardized in 2008 introducing slit skin smear for sample collection and analysis through PCR and 

sequencing for rpoB, folP and gyrA genes. Guidelines were published in 2009. For PCR and sequencing each 

laboratory chooses its own techniques such as PCR sequencing, DNA strip, high resolution melting analysis 

and WGS. Specimens are either slit skin smears or biopsies. The guidelines were revised in 2015. 

All relapse cases were tested for drug resistance and those found with resistant strains for rifampicin were 

to be treated with ofloxacin, minocycline and clofazimine. All other patients were to be treated with 

conventional MDT. Seven drug-resistant surveillance network meetings were conducted jointly by WHO and 

ILEP. Difficult situations of PCR testing were discussed during these meetings. 

Drug resistance surveillance results were published in the WHO Weekly Epidemiological Record in June 

2011. The global data till 2010 is presented in Table 31. 

Table 31: Drug resistance surveillance in relapse leprosy cases, 2008-2019 

Indicator 2008 2009 2010 Total 

Number of countries 3 6 8 8 

Number of relapses 69 887 109 1055 

Number of cases investigated 59 213 88 360 (30%) 

Number of PCR+ 35 110 72 217 (60%) 

DDS ‘R’ 8 12 9 29 (15%) 

RMP ‘R’ 6 9 1 16 (7%) 

Fluoroquinolones ‘R’  2  2 (1%) 

 

Based on the data presented in different DRS meeting reports, 1607 cases presented with molecular 

detection of resistant strains between 2006 and 2013. Sixty-four (4%) cases were found with resistance to 

dapsone (folP); 69 (4.3%) with resistance to rifampicin (rpoB) and 24 (1.5%) with resistance to ofloxacin 

(gyrA). 
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Technical Session III: Group work on the design/re-design of the 

national surveillance network  

New guidelines for drug resistance surveillance in leprosy 

Changes introduced, with reasons for the changes 

Professor Emmanuelle Cambau mentioned in her presentation how the activities related to AMR 

surveillance in leprosy started in 2008 in five countries and in six laboratories. The first guidelines were 

issued in 2009. These guidelines recommended testing for resistance only in relapses. Between 2009 and 

2016 many more countries joined. Since 2012 most countries involved started testing also new cases. 

Rifampicin resistance was found in between 1% and 10% of the cases tested; it has been reported from all 

regions (except Europe). The most important development is that AMR surveillance is defined as a key area 

for intervention within the Global Leprosy Strategy 2016‒2020. All these changes prompted WHO to start 

working on updating the guidelines.  

The current guidelines suggested the establishment a sentinel surveillance system mainly to test relapses 

for resistance to dapsone, rifampicin and ofloxacin by PCR followed by sequencing. The new guidelines will 

prompt “universal testing” of all relapses and a proportion of new cases through referral either of patients 

or samples to “sentinel/collecting sites” that are either able to test or send the samples for testing to 

external reference centre. Additionally since most of testing laboratories are using different methods, the 

guidelines aim to standardize testing, clarify inclusion criteria of patients to be tested, standardize reporting 

forms and confirm that the surveillance shall focus on both primary and secondary resistance by testing 

new cases and relapses. With good data management countries shall be able to monitor trends over time 

and to identify risk groups for resistance. Professor Cambau also said that, although there is no clarity yet 

on the proportion of cases to be targeted globally for testing for drug resistance, a proportion of 10% of 

new cases and all relapses seems interesting: they are less than 5000 per year and range from 1 per country 

to maximum 1500 in countries where there is already discreet in-country capacity for testing. 

The new guidelines will confirm that samples shall be either slit skin smears or punch skin biopsies and that 

testing makes sense for samples that will be more likely to give PCR positive results (such as skin smears 

with BI >2+). Samples shall be collected before starting treatment. Only patients that provide consent shall 

be tested. It is not cost-effective to re-test the same patient. The sentinel sites shall be referral centres since 

they shall be able to collect samples and ensure treatment of the patients with second-line drugs, if needed. 

Each laboratory is using different methods, home-made PCRs, commercial PCRs (such as LPA) and the 

sequencing is either sequencing of the specific loci or whole genome sequencing.  

To participate in the surveillance network, a laboratory needs to have not only the capacity to test but also 

to be linked to a clinical centre for treatment, to store and report data properly, and perform a sufficient 

volume of testing to keep their proficiency. The PCR targets three loci: rpoB for rifampicin, gyrA for 

fluoroquinolone and folP1 for dapsone. The PCR results are not always positive due to low BI or maybe 

some inhibitors. If the PCR is positive and highlights a known mutation, ideally the laboratory shall confirm 

the mutation with another method and, if confirmed, the laboratory shall quickly report the result. If the 
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laboratory detects a rare or unknown mutation it shall send the sample to an expert laboratory for 

confirmation. The guidelines shall suggest considering rifampicin resistance as a “critical incident” that shall 

prompt an investigation on the detection path of the patient and its clinical management along with 

consideration for screening of his contacts.  

As determined by the Expert Committee in 2010 the recommended regimen for treatment of rifampicin 

resistant cases consists of three drugs daily for six months (clofazimine, minocycline and ofloxacin or 

clarithromycin) and two drugs daily for 18 months (clofazimine plus ofloxacin or minocycline). However 

guidance is not clear for dapsone resistant cases and for cases resistant to more than one antibiotic, 

including the ones showing resistant to both first- and second-line drugs. Hence there is a need to study 

new drugs for the treatment for leprosy and probably the easiest would be to look towards drugs already 

showing efficacy against tuberculosis such as moxifloxacin, linezolid and bedaquiline. 

The organization of the surveillance activity requires the continuation of a strong collaboration between 

WHO, NLPs and partners. In all countries the strategies adopted shall be based on their particular situation. 

It is important to provide the full information related to the patient/sample and to be able to report back 

the results in good time. WHO shall be informed annually at least. The possibility to link up with the GLASS 

platform for data reporting shall be explored. The network shall have clear reporting paths between the 

clinical centres, the laboratory collecting the samples, the laboratory testing and the external laboratories 

involved either in testing or in quality control.                 

 

Group work 

African Region (francophone countries: Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Niger, Mali, Madagascar) 

Future plans for implementing AMR surveillance in African countries include implementing the new 

guidance for AMR surveillance and to carry out AMR in all relapse cases (differentiated from leprosy 

reactions and having BI ≥2+) and at least 10% of new cases. While inclusion of all relapses will be organized 

country-wide, testing of new MB cases with BI 2+ or more will be carried out in identified sentinel sites, 

with health staff and laboratory technicians trained and equipped for examining skin smears, making punch 

biopsies and sending biopsy specimens to in-country or external collaborating laboratories for PCR testing. 

For these plans additional resources should be allocated by governments and/or partners. For sending 

biopsy specimens to laboratories, most countries planned to use public transportation, and express couriers 

for sending samples abroad. The use of existing transportation network of other disease programmes will 

be also considered for efficiency.  

Training of in-country laboratory biologists is mandatory for country capacity building in undertaking AMR 

surveillance in leprosy internally. Sub-regional collaboration between laboratories could be organised, 

mainly in West Africa and in the Islands of the Indian Ocean (Madagascar, Comoros and Mayotte). The West 

African network for AMR surveillance could be expanded and include Senegal. 
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African Region (Tanzania and Mozambique) 

Mozambique benefitted from support from Japan after a training course in 2013 but needs to continue with 

local partners. The country has a very good TB laboratory, capable of doing AMR surveillance for leprosy. 

This laboratory is formally linked to the supranational tuberculosis reference laboratory in Milan, Italy, and 

also to the Tropical Institute of Lisbon 

In Tanzania no AMR surveillance activities have been undertaken. The country has several well-functioning 

TB laboratory network, set up in a decentralized system. It should be possible to form a partnership with 

one of these. The reference laboratory in Lausanne has links to the well-equipped laboratory in Bagamoyo. 

This laboratory should have the capacity to undertake AMR surveillance work. The Tanzania national 

tuberculosis programme is supported by the Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine in Antwerp, 

Belgium.  

During plenary feedback, the representative from Mozambique summarized the current challenges (lack of 

training on testing specifically for leprosy while capacity is there for TB). The countries have yet to identify a 

supranational reference laboratory to check the quality of in-country testing. The plans for Tanzania include 

advocacy with the Ministry of Health for implementing this new activity, select four sentinel sites for sample 

collection (Liwale, Kilombero, Chato and Tanga), establish a partnership with the Central Tuberculosis 

Reference Laboratory specifically for testing for resistance in leprosy and identify a supranational 

laboratory. The Global Health Institute in Lausanne, Switzerland shall provide training for laboratory staff 

and review the existing infrastructure including laboratory capacity. These activities can take place at the 

end of 2016. The training can then take place in 2017 (quarter 2) along with the identification of centres to 

treat resistant cases. During quarters 3 and 4 monitoring of the sentinel sites would provide feedback on 

the status of the implementation of the activity. As far as Mozambique is concerned the current challenge is 

interruption of testing after few samples in 2013. To revitalize the activity the country plans to review the 

list of sentinel sites identified to collect the samples and to re-train staff. The supranational laboratory 

identified is the one in Japan to where either samples could be shipped for testing and/or only few ones 

would be sent if testing could be done at country level. All the activities are scheduled to take place 

between quarters 1 and 3 in 2017.  

 

Eastern Mediterranean Region 

The following two challenges were identified by the members of the group towards establishing a 

surveillance network for AMR in leprosy: 

(1) There is a need to better outline the problem of patients with poor treatment outcomes (definition of 

treatment failures and their quantification); such people should be one of the key target groups for 

surveillance. 

(2) There is a need for case-management guidelines for patients with resistance to rifampicin, dapsone 

and ofloxacin, and with resistance to rifampicin and dapsone. 
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In terms of future plans, establishing a surveillance network looks feasible as the number of cases occurring 

in the region is relatively small (1736 new MB cases and 40 relapses in 2015). 

A national laboratory for testing would be designated only in selected countries, and would serve other 

countries in the region; it would be feasible with financial support, capacity building, provision of 

consumables and external quality control. Regional laboratories for testing could be established in Iran, 

Morocco and possibly in Egypt. International back-up laboratories (Lausanne, Paris, Tokyo) would be 

necessary for capacity-building and external quality control. 

Sample collection centres/sentinel sites for biopsies and/or smear (for both new MB cases and relapses) 

have already been identified by attending countries: there would be 8 in Iran and 2-3 in Morocco. Within a 

country, samples would be sent from peripheral health units to central laboratories by official car or other 

means entailing personal delivery. Alternatively, patients could actually travel rather than samples. 

Should the need arise to ship samples outside the country, the sample transportation mechanism would be 

based on sample preservation in 70% ethanol in sealed plastic tubes. Samples can be kept at room 

temperature, in a box, and should be shipped by courier. 

Training of laboratory technicians on PCR+ sequencing would need to be supported financially. Ideally, 

training of national staff should take place in a reference laboratory abroad and should be followed by in-

country workshop and laboratory set-up. 

Both national laboratories (referral centres) and sample collection centres/sentinel sites would need 

training on biopsy and/or smear, especially on sampling techniques (who should be sampled, where, how to 

collect and handle biological samples etc.) and sample processing. Training would take place in national 

laboratories. If other countries are going to send samples, they should be trained too. Orientation meetings 

with staff of sample collection centres/sentinel sites would be required, and capacity building would be 

needed with regard to development of health education material for health staff and for patients on drug 

resistance testing. 

Health staff at peripheral level would also require training on management of suspected and confirmed 

relapses. Information should be provided on starting a new full treatment course for relapses, and guidance 

should be provided on how to manage cases with resistance to rifampicin, dapsone and ofloxacin, and 

those with resistance to rifampicin and dapsone. Centres to treat resistant cases have already been 

identified in Iran and Morocco (one in Tehran, Iran, and three in Morocco). Treatment would start there 

and would then be followed up through the primary health care network. 

 

Americas Region 

During the first fifteen minutes of the group work, facilitated by Dr Laura Gillini and Dr David Scollard and 

attended by two participants from Brazil and two from Paraguay the challenges in regard with 

implementation of surveillance for resistance in leprosy were discussed.  
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Challenges with regard to the implementation of drug resistance testing in Paraguay are discussed with the 

two participants and while it is pointed out that several laboratories perform PCRs and other molecular 

testing, they don't perform sequencing. Paraguay has already sent samples to Bauru and Rio de Janeiro in 

Brazil. 

Brazil shared its concern regarding the high number of samples to be tested if all relapses and a proportion 

of new cases have to be tested, in addition to samples from other countries. It might be easier if patients 

are referred to the referral centres in case access is a problem in some parts of the country due to weak 

health system. However each state in Brazil has a regional reference centre for leprosy; therefore, the 

laboratories of those centres could be used for the collection of samples. The majority of the suspects 

relapses are managed at the health centre level, the municipality would pay the costs of transportation.  

The work plans for Brazil and Paraguay identified several areas in need for funding for Brazil, including for 

extra human resources for the three laboratories currently testing and also need for financial support for 

Paraguay for training of laboratory technicians and for shipping of samples abroad. 

 

South-East Asia Region  

Countries from the WHO South-East Asia Region represented included Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, 

Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka. Since these countries were at different levels and stages in terms of capacity 

and the drug resistance surveillance for leprosy, it was agreed to further divide the group into two: 

countries with a functional drug resistance surveillance system in place (India, Indonesia and Nepal) and 

countries currently without a leprosy drug resistance surveillance system (Bangladesh and Sri Lanka). 

Furthermore, the latter two countries either do not have testing facilities or are yet to identify and 

designate such facilities within the country. 

Challenges identified by the group on establishing and sustaining an antimicrobial surveillance system on 

leprosy include: 

 Large number of annual new cases reported in most countries in the region; 

 Poor government support and insufficient funding available in some countries to implement new 

WHO guidelines; 

 No government funding for leprosy AMR surveillance in some countries; 

 Though there is an established surveillance system, largely supported by an NGO, there is no national 

laboratory to take up the responsibility in future in Nepal; 

 Building additional national capacity; 

 Huge population and large geographic area that need to be covered to expand the surveillance 

system in India. 
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Corrective measures and activities proposed by this group of countries during the next two years include: 

 Implementing new WHO guideline; 

 Providing further training to laboratory staff;  

 Increasing the number or proportion of new cases examined through expanding the number of 

national laboratories for AMR surveillance and ensuring access to regional or abroad testing 

laboratories; 

 Mobilising additional funding for testing 10% of new cases. 

Corrective measures and activities proposed by Bangladesh and Sri Lanka during the next two years include: 

 Establishing a leprosy AMR surveillance system; 

 Strengthening the AMR surveillance structure at national level;  

 Establishing or designating laboratories for testing. 

The first group of countries identified several areas where they could collaborate to further strengthen and 

expand the existing leprosy AMR surveillance system. Proposed additional work that requires further 

planning and implementing in these countries include:  

 Identification of additional national and regional (sub-national) laboratories in India and Indonesia; 

 Establishing national and regional (sub-national) laboratories within the public sector in Nepal. It was 

noted that a designated government laboratory at least at national level would need to be identified 

and capacity built to undertake the responsibility;  

 Increasing collaboration among Member countries in SEAR to make the best use of capacity and 

expertise within the Region. Countries in the Region could support each other to provide training, 

quality assurance, sequencing, etc.; 

 Myanmar was happy with the current system and its outcome and wishes to continue getting support 

from Japan; 

 Strengthening of sample collection or sentinel centre to improve quality of biopsy/skin smear;  

 Training and further strengthening capacity of field staff at primary health care level; 

 Training laboratory staff on molecular procedures; 

 Establishing transport mechanism with postal department in India and with Health Quarantine Unit in 

Indonesia; 

 Training and sensitizing healthcare workers on identification, referral and management of relapse 

cases; 

 Identification of centres to treat relapse cases by involving referral centres and medical colleges. 

Sri Lanka has already started work on establishing leprosy AMR surveillance. While work on identifying 

national institutes and building their capacity is in progress, Sri Lanka was also keen to explore temporary 
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arrangements with regional centres, especially in India to kick start the surveillance. Future plans proposed 

include:  

 Identifying national and regional laboratories to undertake testing for antimicrobial resistance; 

 Identifying a mechanism to transport samples within country for Bangladesh. Sri Lanka already has an 

established system that would be used for leprosy as well; 

 Establishing courier services for transporting samples to regional laboratories (for example, identified 

referral laboratories in India); 

 Training of laboratory staff on molecular procedures; 

 Strengthening of sample collection or sentinel centre to improve quality of biopsy/skin smear; 

 Training and further strengthening capacity of field staff at primary health care level; 

 Orientation of healthcare worker in sentinel sites for testing new cases; 

 Involving central institutes (clinic/hospital) for management of resistant cases; 

 Developing facility for sequencing for monitoring AMR in Sri Lanka; 

 Identifying a mechanism for procurement and supply chain management of quality-assured individual 

drugs to manage resistant cases in Sri Lanka. 

 

Western Pacific Region 

The challenges identified by the participants from the WPR Region were lack of budget, designated sentinel 

sites and accurate and clear referral systems. The sample collection for carrying out AMR surveillance is 

influenced by geographical limitations, cultural differences and absence of data on ‘walk in’ relapse cases in 

the health system.   

After discussions the conclusions of the group were that AMR surveillance will be included in the national 

implementation plans in order to advocate for allocation of funds for the surveillance. Participation of 

persons affected by leprosy will be encouraged to improve coverage. Capacity of staff and the health 

system will be strengthened to enhance coverage of the AMR surveillance. 

The coverage of AMR testing will be increased to 10% among new cases and 50% of relapse cases in the 

next two years. The coverage will be gradually improved to reach testing of 100% of relapses by 2020. 

China, the Philippines and Viet Nam will identify national laboratories for AMR surveillance by end of the 

second quarter of 2017.  
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Conclusions and recommendations  

Recommendations to WHO 

The following recommendations were made to WHO: 

 Finalize the AMR surveillance guidelines, including redefining criteria for testing; 

 Share with the scientific and Public Health community the results of the AMR surveillance activities 

through a publication and other suitable means; 

 In collaboration with regional and country offices, NLPs  and reference laboratories, follow up on 

implementation of the plans to enhance surveillance activities and provide technical assistance 

through partners or directly; 

 Facilitate formalizing links with the reference laboratories for AMR surveillance in leprosy within 

defined frameworks  for provision of training and assistance; 

 Advocate with governments to include AMR surveillance in national leprosy implementation plans 

and advocate for raising additional resources; 

 In line with efforts to integrate leprosy within larger frameworks for antimicrobial resistance, identify 

potentials for synergies with other programmes;  

 Coordinate efforts to define treatment regimens for resistant cases; 

 Include AMR surveillance in leprosy as an agenda item in future regional NLP managers meetings and 

include collection of AMR data in the annual WHO global report. 

 

Recommendations to countries 

Following are the salient recommendations made to countries: 

 Explore synergies with other programmes to facilitate implementation of the surveillance guidelines, 

including intra-regional collaboration; 

 Include AMR surveillance in national strategic plans for leprosy and/or leprosy/neglected tropical 

diseases (NTDs); 

 For countries currently not testing for drug resistance, identify mechanisms for implementation of 

the surveillance guidelines in coordination with NLPs and supported by national and external partners 

linking them with reference laboratories;  

 For countries currently testing for drug resistance, assess needs for surveillance expansion for both 

relapses and new cases and develop a plan for implementation either per se or within a general 

strategic plan for leprosy and/or NTDs. 
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Recommendations to ILEP partners   

The following recommendations were made for ILEP partners: 

 Continue support to AMR surveillance in leprosy at different levels such as NLPs and reference 

laboratories; 

 Support research into treatment-related issues. 
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Annex I: Agenda 

 
Day 1: Thursday 27 October 2016  

09:00 – 09:30   Inaugural session  

Lightning of lamp  

Introduction and objectives by Dr Laura Gillini, GLP 

Welcome remarks by WHO Representative to Nepal 

Opening remarks by sponsors (American Leprosy Missions and Fondation Raoul 

Follereau)   

Address by Chief Guest: Mr Gagan Kumar Thapa, Minister for Health, Government 

of Nepal  

09:30 – 10:00    Tea/coffee break & group photo 

Nomination of chairpersons: Dr Bernard Cauchoix (FRF) and Dr Basu Pandey (Nepal 

NLP) 

 

Technical Session I: Global scenario      

10:00 – 10:15 Operational Manual for the implementation of the Global Leprosy Strategy 2016‒

2020 and its focus on surveillance of drug resistance (Dr Laura Gillini, GLP) 

10:15 – 10:30       Global antimicrobial resistance programme: global initiatives including GLASS 

platform for drug resistance surveillance (Dr Sergey Eremin, WHO HQ, tele-

presentation)  

10:30 – 11:00 Global tuberculosis drug resistance surveillance: an overview (Dr Matteo Zignol, 

Global Tuberculosis Programme, WHO HQ, tele-presentation) 

 

Technical session II: Country level antimicrobial resistance surveillance implementation  

11:00 – 12:30  Country presentations of drug resistance surveillance ongoing or planned activities   

12:30 – 13:00    Discussion 

13:00 – 14:00   Lunch break 
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14:00 – 16:00 Countries’ presentations of drug resistance surveillance ongoing or planned 

activities   

16:00 – 16:30   Tea/coffee break 

16.30 – 17.30  Presentation from the reference laboratories in France, India, Japan, Switzerland 

and USA 

17:30 – 18:00   Global data: overview (P. Saunderson) 

 

Day 2: Friday 28 October 2016   

Nomination of chairpersons: Dr Paul Sanderson (ALM) and Dr Jean Norbert Mputu 

Luengo (DRC NLP) 

 

Technical Session III: Group work on the design/re-design of the national surveillance network  

09:00 – 09.30    New guidelines for drug resistance surveillance in leprosy: changes introduced and 

reasons behind (Professor Emmanuelle Cambau) 

09:30 – 10:00  Discussion 

10:00 – 10:30   Tea/coffee break 

10:30 – 13:00        Group work  

13.00 – 14:00             Lunch break 

14:00 – 15:30  Presentation of group work  

15:30 –16:00   Tea/coffee break 

Session IV: Recommendations and closing   

16:00 – 17:00   Discussion and recommendations   

17:00 – 18:00    Closure 
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